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SUMMARY - The American historian Lynn \X/hite Jr. avers that the perpetual
motion machines designed by Bhaskara in the twelfth century were instantly accepted
by the Islamic \World and then transmitted to Europe, where people like Villard de
Honnecourt, in their quest for energy, received this notion with great interest and
tried to apply it for the benefit of mankind. Thus, concludes \7hite, were laid the
foundations for the power technology of the modern world.

Lynn \X/hite's thesis was generally accepted by historians of technology, but his
attempt to trace the origin of the perpetual motion machine to twelfth-century India
was contested by al-Hassan and Needham, the former contending that such machines
were known to the Arabs before Bhaskara's time and the latter claiming that both
the Indian and Arabic accounts owe their inspiration to China.

This paper argues that the idea of perpetual motion is much older in India than
Bhaskara's time and that the philosophical notion was translated into a design for
a mechanical instrument by Brahmagupta in the early seventh century. Brahmagupta's
writings on astronomy and mathematics, together with a number of scientific insfiuments
or insftument-designs, v/ere transmitted to the Islamic \'X/orld in the eighth century
and these may have included the design for the perpetual motion machines as well.

Histories of technolo gy arc perforce Euro-centred, not so much
because of rucial prejudice but owing to the paucity of the detailed
spadework that needs to precede the writing of a comprehensive account
of technologies outside Europe. Joseph Needham's monumental effort
in unravelling the Science and Cioilization in China forms an exception
to this state of affats. Significant likewise are also the studies on medieval
technology by Lynn \X/hite Jr., who invites attention to the conceprs
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and inventions of other Asian nations. Notable in this connection is

his seminal essay Tibet, India, and Malaya as Sources of W9st9m Medieual

Tecbnology, prblirh.d some thfuty yeafs ago.1 One of the concepts

whose ".igi" 
he attributes to India is the perpetual motion machine.

For students of history of technology in India it will be instructive,

both conceptually and methodologically, to take a _closer look at Lynn

\ilhite's thesis and the controversy it engendered.

A perpetual motion machine (Latin perpetauru rnobile,.Sanslrit aigsra-

yantrai is a device that is supposed to perform useful work without
'any 

external source of energy oi, at least, where the output is fat greater

than the input. The idea ofionstructing such machines and of employing

the power generated by them has fascinated the minds of many inventors

in Errope" since the Middle Ages.2 Modern science says that it is

impossible to consruct such machines and ridicules the attempts as

mere flights of fantasy. Lynn V,/hite, however, argues that such fantasies

Fig. 1 - Perpetual motion wheel according to Brahm^gtpta'

1 L. \{/rurr Jx., Tibet, India, and Malaya as sources of veltem _Medi_eual 
Technolog,

oA-.ri.r., Historical'Review>, LXV, 1960, pp. 515 526; re-printed in In '- Medieoal Religion

;;;-f;;i;"i;;;.-Ciiiirjra E','o1,s, Berkelev, irz-s, pp' $-51' see also, Io', Medieuat Technotoglt

and Social Change, London, 1964, pp. 129-l)l'
2 In India, Sawai Jai Singh is reported to have invested a fortune in constructing one.

E^th.r-A"dr.u, St.oUt,"rt. Blvarian iesuit asronomer vrho was at "Jai 
Singh's court in the

ii+or, r.p.t.r in a letter dated 18 Oitober 174) that at the time of his death Jai Singh w-as

;;;;;r;..1in, r*u.l,in" which he had invented to demonstrate_perpetual-motion and that he

lujrh.uay lpent 50,000 guilders on rhis venture., Cf. S. Nort, Land und Volk des koeniglichen

Astronomen bschaisingh Il Maharadscba uon Dscahaipur, Berlin, 191i, p 98'
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are also important in the history of ideas and that the concept of perpetual
motion was a significant element in Europe's thinking about mechanical
power.

\x/hite traces the origin of the perpetual motion machine to twelfth-
century India; in particular to Bhask ara, the great mathematician and
astronomer, who in his Siddhantaiiromani (A.D. 1150) describes two
wheels which are supposed ro turn for ever. In the first model (Fig.
2) the hollow spokes are half filled with mercury and in the second
(Fig. l) a narrow channel is scooped out in the rim and filled half
with mercury and half with water. According to White, rhese two models
were immediately taken up by the Islamic world and amplified. The
amplifications can be seen in an anonymous Arabic manuscript which
contains the designs for six perpetual motion wheels, and one of these
(Fig. a) closely resembles Bhdskara's first model with mercury-filled
spokes.3 The Islamic world in turn transmitted the idea to the \X/est
at the beginning of the thirteenth century, rogether with Indian numerals
and the decimal place-value sysrem.

Europe responded to this idea of perpetuultl mobile with great
enthusiasm, engineers like Villard de Honnecourt and Peter of Maricourt
designing several new models. Two of the six wheels found in the Arabic

Fig. 2 - Bhaskara's first model of perpetual motion wheel.

3 The resemblance was first noticed by H
in der Antike und bei den Arabern, Erlangen,

Scnivrrrnn, Beitrcige zur Geschichte der Technik
1922, pp. 16-19.
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Fig. 3 - Bhaskara's second model of perpetual motion wheel.

Fig. 4 - Perpetual motion wheel from the Arabic manuscript.

manuscript reappear in Villard's notebooks and Bhaskara's second model
does so in an anonymous Latin work of the late fourteenth century.
In conrast to India and the Islamic world, the medieval engineers of
Europe tried to apply the idea of perpetual motion for practical purposes,
for the material benefit of mankind. Already the industrial application
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of water- and wind-power was revolutionizing mamtfacture, and the
two new forces introduced by the Islamic world, viz. gravity and
magnetism, appeared to operate with a constancy unrivalled by wind
or water. Lynn \X/hite describes the quest for energy by these thirteenth-
century European engineers thus:

They were coming to think of the cosmos as a vast reservoir of energies
to be tapped and used according to human intentions. They were power-conscious
to the point of fantasy. But without such fantasy, such soaring imagination,
the power technology of the \X/estern world rvould not have been developed.a

He concludes his thesis by saying:

Thus the Indian idea of perpetual motion [...] not only helped European
engineers to generalize their concept of mechanical power, but also provoked
a process of thinking by analogy that profoundly influenced lWestern scientific
views.s

Lynn \X/hite's thesis that the foundations of modern power technology
lay in the idea of perpetual motion was generally accepted by historians
of technology,6 but his attempt to trace the origin of perpetual motion
machines to twelfth-century India was contested from two sides, one
holding that such machines were known to the Arabs long before
Bhaskara's time, and the other claiming that both the Indian and Arabic
accounts owe their inspiration to China. Ahmad Y. Al-Hassan and Donald
R. Hill argue in their excellent book lslamic Technologlt: An Illustrated
History thus:

In India about A.D. 1150 Bhaskara described a perpetual motion wheel
which resembles one of the six such wheels in the Arabic manuscripts, but
the original Arabic text is of an earlier date. The Arabic technical descriptions,
the illustrations, and the whole complex of the sixteen machines are quite
elaborate and, as we have seen, constitute a single approach. The occurrence,
therefore, of one or two perpetual-motion wheels in the Indian text does not

a L. rX/nrru Jx., Medieual Technology, cit., p. 134.
s In., Mediaal Religion, cit., pp. 56-57.
6 J. Nneoueu, Science and Ciuilization in China, vol. IV, part 2, Cambridge, 1965, p. 54:

<Lynn \X/hite has done a good service by pointing out that in correct historical perspective,
the idea of perpetual motion has heuristic value>>. See also J. Gurarrr, The Medieual Machine.
The lndustial Reuolution of the Middle -Ages, Aldershof, 79882, pp. 127-129; R. Lervriov, I6e
Speaking Tree. A Study of Indian Culture and Society, London, 1971, pp. 290-2%.
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imply a case of transmission from one culture to another, though there was

an important transmission to the West.7

The authors have this to say about the original Arabic text:

It must have been copied from an original reatise which is at present

unknown to us. \[e can tell, however, that this original was written between

the third and sixth centuries AH (ninth to twelfth centuries A.O.;.s

Even though they are rather vague about the original Arabic text, it
will be shown presently that the Indian concept of the perpetaulll rnobile

is much older than Bhaskara and also older than the alleged antiquity
of the <<unknown and undated> original Arabic text.

The second party of opposition to Lynn \White's view is represented
by Joseph Needham, who asserts that

Indeed one begins to entertain the belief that the stimulus for the flood
of ideas on the perpetual motion devices may have been derived from Indian
monks or Arabic merchants standing before a clock tower such as that of
Su Sung and marvelling at its regular action.e

Lynn \X/hite dismissed this suggestion as lacking rn any evidence.l0
The astonishing thing about this debate - like many other debates

concerning India's past - is that it is conducted on the basis of just

two Sanskrit texts which happen to be available in English translation,
ignoring all other texts. Lynn \X/hite races the idea of the perpetilufft

mobile to twelfth-century India on the basis of Lancelot \Wilkinson's

translation of the Siddhantafiromar1i,ll while Needham's comments
emanate from his perusal of Ebenezer Burgess's rendering of the
Suryasiddhanta.tz The passage cited by Needham does not even discuss

the perpetauru mobile. No doubt, Lynn \X/hite's conclusions are highly

7 A. Y. Ar-HasseN, D. R. Hrrr, Islnmic Tecbnology. An lllustrated History, Cambridge-
Paris, 1985, p. 71.

8 lbid., p. 70.
e J. Nrrnerra, op. cit., p. 540.
10 L. Wsrrp Jr.., Medieual Religion, cit., p. 5), n. 60 ( = Io', Medieoal Technology, cit.,

p. 130, n.1).
11 For the text, see Buisrene, Siddhantaiiroruaryi, ed., by Bapu Deva Sasffi, rev. by

Ganpati Deva Sasri, Benares, 1920, Goladhyaya, Yantradhyaya, vv. 50'53.
12 For the text, see The Silryasiddbrinta, with the Exposition of Ranganritha, the Gridh6rtha-

prak6{ika, ed. by F. Hall, reprint, Amsterdam, 1974, 13.16-18.
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perceptive even with the limited sources available to him, but in history
of technology there are no shortcuts. One has to study all the relevant
original texts, and the material remains if there are any, and interpret
the data in the correct space-time framework. In the present case, a
study of the original texts not only upholds Lynn \X/hite's view but
even strengthens it further. Before we discuss the evidence of the Sanskrit
sources, one distinction has to be made.

The Sanskrit astronomical texts describe two kinds of automatic
devices, both called wayarTtuaha-yantra, <self-propelled machines>. In the
first variety, an outflow type of water clock causes a solid sphere to
rotate around its axis once in 24 hours, thus simulating the apparent
motion of the great circles in the heavens. This teaching instrument
was described for the first time by Aryabhaga about the beginning of
the sixth century A.D.13 This apparatus is naturally dependent on
human agency to replenish the water regularly. The second variety is
the perpetuum mobile that is supposed to turn for ever without any
external help. Same Sanskrit texts designate this one as aiasra-yantra
<(perpetual machiner> and it is with this variety that we are concerned
here.la

This device was described for the first time, not by Bhaskara in
the middle of the twelfth century as Lynn \X/hite supposed but more
than half a millennium before him, by Brahmagupta, another great
mathematician and asronomer . His Brahrnasphu{asiddhanta, completed
in 628 A.D., contains the first systematic reatment of the construction
and use of a large number of scientific instruments.rs Here
Brahmagupta desoibes the perpetuum mobile thus (Fig. 1):

Make a wheel of light timber, with uniformly hollow spokes at equal intervals.
Fill each spoke up to half with mercury and seal its opening situated in the
rim. Set up the wheel so that its axle rests horizontally on two [uprightl supports.
Then the mercury runs upwards [in some] holiow spaces and downwards lin
some others, as a result of which] the wheel rotates automatically for ever.16

13 S. R. Sannaa, Astronomical Instfl4tlents in Brahnagupta's Brahmasphutasiddhanta, <Indian
Historical Review>, XI[, 1986-87, pp. $-74, esp. 69-71.

1a Bnisraaa, Siddbantaiiromani, Goladhyaya, Yantradhyaya, v. 57, declares that the former
are rustic krdmya) contraptions as they require the help of human agency, while the real ingenuity
(yukti) lies in the latter variety.

ls S. R. Sanua, op. clr.
16 BnenrrAouprt,,, Brahmasphutasiddbanta, ed. by Sudhakara Dvivedi, Benares, 1902,

22.5)-54:
hgbudarunayaxt cakran samasasirdrdntaratry ptthag aruUaru f
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\X/hat is the purpose of this wheel in the midst of instruments meant
for measuring fractions of the day time or the solar or stellar altitudes?
In Indian philosophical thinking, time is conceived in two ways: kharl/.a-

kala, measurable time, and akharyQa-kala, immeasurable, eternal and

cyclical Time.17 While the other instruments are meant to measure the
kharyda-kala, Brahmagupta obviously wishes to demonstrate the eternal
and cyclical flow of the akharyd"a-kak through his quicksilver wheel which,
he believes, turns for ever and ever.

Lynn \X/hite and Needham note that this concept is quite in
consonance with the <Hindu concept of cyclical and self-renewing natufe
of all things>>,iS or with the concept of <<kalpas and mahakalpas

succeeding one another in self-sufficient and unvarying round,>.1e But
between the philosophical notion of the etetnally moving cyclical Time
on the one hand and the technical design for the perpetual motion
wheel on the other, there is a crucial intermediate step which needs

to be emphasized. This step is represented by the concept of the universe
as a perpetually turning wheel. There are abundant examples in Indian
thought to illusrate this concept. The Bhagauadglta (18.61), for instance,
states that the Lord causes all things to revolve as though they are

mounted on a wheel. Buddhism conceives the regulating principle of
the universe as a wheel (dharnrna-cakka) whtch, when once set in motion
by the Buddha, goes on and on. It is this concept of the universe as

an eternally rotating wheel that inspired Brahmagupta to design the
quicksilver wheel which, in the words of Richard Lannoy, <<is a uniquely
Indian product of the aesthetically oriented creative imagination which
seeks to harness and balance the forces of nature>>.20 But it has larger
historical consequences as well.

It may be recalled that Lynn \X/hite asserts that Bhaskara's mercuty
wheels were instantly picked up by the Islamic world, and that Al-
Hassan and Hill counter this by saying that the original Arabic work
on these wheels predates Bhaskara. In fact, Lynn \X/hite's linkage has

ard.he rasena pur4e paidhau saryili:takrtasandhih ll
tiryak kllo madhye dayadharastho 'sya pdrado bhranati I
cbidraay urdhoam adho 'tai cakrum ajasrarn suayary bhranati ff

17 See, for example, Suryasiddhanta 1.t0.
18 L. WurrE Jn., Medinal Technology, cit., p. 110.
re J. NEEDHAM, op. cit., p. 540.
20 R. LaNNov, op. cit., pp. 291,-292.
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no foundation because Bhaskara's work is not known to have been
translated into Arabic or otherwise transmitted to the Islamic World.

On the other hand, it is quite well known that Brahmagupta's works
were so uansmitted in the second half of the eighth century.2l Under
the Caliphate of al-Mansur (754-775), there was a great flow of scientific
ideas from India to Baghdad. The astronomical works of Aryabhata
and Brahmagupta, Indian numerals with decimal place-value, and the
like were transmitted to, and adopted by, the Islamic world. Based

on the Arabic adaptations of Brahmagupta's Brahmasphulasiddhanta, there
developed the Sindhind school of astronomy. Likewise, certain basic
methods of observational astronomy v/ere also borrowed by the Arabs
from India. For example, the method taught in the Sanskrit texts for
determining the cardinal directions with the shadow of a gnomon came
to be known among the Arabs as the <Indian circle>. Mu'ayyad al-Din
al 'Urdi, the celebrated instrument maker at the Maragha Observatory
(established in 1259), states that the Indian circle is the best among
the innumerable methods of finding the cardinal directions.22 His
technique of aligning a plane horizontally by means of water has

antecedents in India.23
In view of these ransmissions, it is quite possible that the Arabs

became acquainted, in the latter half of the eighth century, with the
idea of the perpetuum mobile as described in the Brahntasphutasiddharuta
which was available to them in Arabic. Al-Hassan and Hill, it will be
recalled, assign the original Arabic text containing the descriptions of
perpetua rnobilia to a period between the ninth and the twelfth centuries,
without clearly stating the reasons. Even if the earliest date, viz. ninth
century, is accepted, Brahmagupta's mercury wheel reached the Arabs
at least one century before that date,

Brahmagupta's mercury wheel is earlier also than Su Sung's clock
tower (1090 A.D.1z+ and other Chinese devices. I-Tsing, a Buddhist
traveller who came to India during Brahmagupta's life time, showed

21 On the transmission of Indian astronomy to the Islamic World, see F. SpzcrN, Geschichte
des Arabischen Schrifttarns, vol. VI, Leiden, 1978, pp. 116-120; M. MoHo. Yousur, Influence
of Indian Sciences on Muslim Culture, <Islaniic Culture>, XXXU, 1962, pp. 102-118.

zz H. J.SEEueNru, Die lnstramente der Stemuarte zu Marigba nach den Mitteilungen uon
al 'Urdi, Erlangen, 1928, pp. 24-25; E. $TreorrrAr.rN, Ueber den indischen Krels, <Mitteilungen
zur Geschichte der Medizin und Naturwissenschaften>>, XI, 1912, pp. 252-255.

zz H. J.Seru.tNN, op. cit., pp.49-50; S. R. Sarma, op. cit., p.65.
2a J. NEronerr, lW. LrNc, D. J. Dr Solre Pnrcr, Heaoenly Clockwotk. The Great

Astrcnonical Clocks of Medieual China, Cambidge, 19862.
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great appreciation of Indian water clocks but he himsel{ u/as not awafe

Ilrui *uL. clocks (though of different type) were also- available in

Ciiru." Therefore, th; question of his, or an Indian monk's'

irnprrii"g the knowledge tf Chi.r.re automatic clocks to Indian

astronom"ers like Brahmug"ptudoes not arise, contraty to what Needham

would like to believe.- 
ih;, perpetual motion machines, numerals in decimal place-value

syst;;, ,in. iubl., etc. are notable elements. in a complex set of ideas

thrt *.r. transmitted from India to the Islamic world in the eighth

.."*.f ,"a thence to the rff/est at about the beginning of the thirteenth

.."t"rv. If the idea of perpetual motion played a role.in the development

"i -..1r*ical power i, brrop., the source then is not Bhaskara of

the twelfth ..rt.rry but Brahm aguptr- of the seventh'

However, Bhaskara did make some important innovations in merculy

wheels. As has been stated abeady, hrs Siddhantaiircrnaryi contains the

Jescription of two mercury wheels._ The first one is similar to
Brahmagupta's, even in the wording o{ the description.26 But Bhaskara

uaar trru't ih. hoilo, spokes should be kirucid uaktah. \x/ilkinson rendered

this expression as olei them also be all- placed at .an angle somewhat

,..gi"g r-m the perpendicul ar>>,27 3nd this translation led Lynn \x/hite

,o Eotr].l,rde rhat ih. rpok.t are slanted as in one of the wheels (Fig'

4) of the Arabic manuscriPt.
In his commentary, Bhaskara himself explains that kincid uakrah

means that the spokei should be slightly curved, all towards the same

direction like the petals of the nandyauarta. flower (Tabernamorttana

ii*no,rlo) (Fig.2). Becarrse of such.6rri,r.., Bhaskara goes_on to explain,

the mercury in one part of the wheel runs fast towards the bottom

of the ,pok., while ln another part it runs towards the top- _of the

spokes. impelled by this internal movement, the wheel itself turns

altomatically and will continue to do so'28

2s I-TsrNc, A Record of tbe Badlhist Religion as Practised in India and tbe Malay 
-Arcbipehgo,

Engl. trun". J.'Takakusu, reprint. Delhi, 1966, p. 146; S. R. Senrum, Watet Clocks and Tirne

Measarement in India, forthcoming.
26 BH,tsxane, Siddbdntaiiromani, Goladhyeya, Yantradhyaya, vv', 50-5lab

laghudtraiasantacakre samasu5irarafi saruantara nemyam f
kihcid aa.kra yoiyal2 su5irasyardhe pqthak tasam ll ..
rusapin.te tac' ca6ra;r7t dtty ad h arak5astb itatp st't ay arry b bram ati I I

27 As quoted by L. lil/nrrr 
Jn'., Medieaal Technolog, cit, p 130'

28 Brrisxena, Siddhanta(iromaryi, p. 248: tai ca nandyauartaoad ekata.exa sarual2 kiicid oakra

yoiyah I ...otii yu'ktit2 I yantraikabhagi ruso hy drarnillatTt prartisriti I anyabhage nt aragraryz dhauati

I tenakntarf tat suaydm bbranatiti I
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Besides thus modifying Brahmagupta's wheel, Bhaskara designed
another vatiant in which a narrou/ channel is cut in the surface of the
rim and filled half with mercury and half with water and then sealed
up (Fig. l). The water, trying to flow downwards, pushes the mercury
and vice versa, this internal tension resulting in the rotation of the
wheel itself.2e

The last word on avtomata was uttered in India by Rariganatha
who, writing in 1603, observed that the Europeans were great experts
in the science of automata.3o He belonged to an influential family of
astrologers with connections at the Mughal court and may have seen
or heard of the automatic clocks and watches brought by Europeans
as gifts to the Mughal court. He did not, however, rcalize that the
first model of an automatically turning device was designed in India
itself about a thousand years before him by the astronomer Brahmagupta.

This brings us to the end of the story of the perpetilullt rnobile and
its Indian origin. In today's world of narrow loyalties, one is accustomed
to ask to whom the credit should go: is it due to Brahmagupta for
the origin of the idea, or to the Islamic world for its elaboration and
spread, or to the Occident for its practical application? Lynn \X/hite,
quite rightly, sees these three kinds of endeavour as complementary
to one another, when he says that

it is an objective {act that, despite difficult communication, mankind in the
Old \X/orld at least has long lived in a more unified realm of discourse than
we have been prepared to admit.31

\We may conclude by saying that when an anonymous painter in
Europe depicts the Almighty God as an architect-engineer holding the

2e lbid., Golndhynya, Yantradhyaya, w. 51cd-5lab:
utklrya nenim athaaa parito madarena sarylagnam f f
tadapai tahdalzdyaq kfioa sasire rasarp kSipet tattat f
yaoad rasaikapariue k5iptajalarn n,inyato yati fl
pihitacchidrarTz tad atai cakruru bbramati soayam ialnkrstam I

This is followed by the desoiption of another perpetuunz rnobile (vv. 5)cd-56) in which
the rim of the wheel is equipped with a series o{ pots which are successively filled with water
from an overhead reservoir through a siphon, the full pots moving downwards and causing the
wheel to turn. This cannot be really termed a perpetual wheel, as the reservoir has to be refllled.
But this wheel is somervhat reminiscent of Su Sung's clock tower. Cf. S. R. Stxwtt, Astronornical
Instrutnents in Brahmagupta's Brahmasphatasiddhanta, cit., p. 74.

30 In his commentary on Suryasidd.hanta l).22, p. 365 cf. S. R. Slrxt'ttl., Astronomical
Instruntents..., cit., p. 7 4

31 L. \X/Hrre Jn., Medieual Religion, cit., p. 57.
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32 The painting is preserved in the Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, and reproduced in J.
Gruru, op. cit., p. 145.

33 Samardiga4.asutradhara, ed. by T' Gar.rapati6astri, rev by V. S. Agrawala, (GOS 25),

Batoda, 1966, )7.1:
b h ramy ad- d,in e ia- ia ii- rn ar1 Qa la - c a krl' fu s tan
etaj iagat-titaya-yantruru alakSyamadhyam f
bhut"tni btian akbilany api saryprdkdlpll
yal2 santatarTt bhramayati slllaraiit sa oo 'uyat ff

<<He conceived the three worlds as a mechanical wheel,
Its rim he fashioned from the otbits of the sun and the moon.
The nave is hidden, but the creatules provide the motive power.
Having oafted this world-machine,
He lets it rotate {or ever and ever.
May that Siva, the passion's conquerof, protect you>.

globe of earth in one hand and a pair o{ compasses in the other,32

or when Bhoja, King of Dhara, conceives God as creating the universe

in the form of a perpetual motion wheel,33 they too seem to share a
unified realm of vision.

I


